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Obviously, risk considerations are necessary in evaluating various agri-

cultural economic policies. Risk is affected not only by price and other

market-related phenomena but also by many technological innovations and govern-

ment policies related to input uses. For example, the degree of risk associated

with new crop varieties may have been a major problem in the adoption of Green

Revolution technologies. It has been argued that producers have been slow to

adopt these new technologies because they are more risky (see Roumasset for a

discussion). Many developing countries have also had problems in supplying fer-

tilizer and irrigation inputs; furthermore, these problems have led to signifi-

cant risk interactions as related to Green Revolution technologies. Pesticide,

capital, and labor inputs also have an important effect on the degree of risk

in agricultural production. It appears, however, that both theoretical and

econometric studies have typically failed to reflect the risk effects and.inter-

actions of various inputs and the use of these relationships by agricultural

decision-makers 1..

[I The intent of this paper is to explore the implications of risk for both
theoretical and econometric production studies. Accordingly, the first part

this paper considers appropriate production function formulations under risk.

It becomes apparent that popular formulations of stochastic production func-

tions are very restrictive for many cases in which risk is important. For

example, consider inputs like frost protection or, possibly, pesticide use

which are generally believed to have a risk-reducing effect on output. If

1
Numerous programming and risk-efficiency studies have also attempted to

address some of these problems, but the positive worth of the econometric

approach is well established.
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one investigates the effects of these inputs using the familiar Cobb-Douglas

production function with log-linear disturbances, then one incorrectly im-

poses a risk-increasing effect on output as will be shown below. After intro-

ducing several other reasonable risk considerations, other common stochastic

production functions are also found lacking. It is concluded that a useful

production function should possess sufficient flexibility so that the effects

of inputs on the deterministic component of production is different than on the

stochastic component. Such an alternative is then suggested. The next section

considers the factor-use equation--first, under a broad class of behavioral

theories and, second, under a more restrictive but more revealing special case.

It also becomes evident, as one would fully expect, that the Marschak-Andrews

factor equations are inadequate when risk is important. The derivation of

alternative factor-use equations is considered When risk is introduced explicitly.

• Production Function Formulation Under Risk 

Empirical production functions are generally chosen on the basis of

a priori theorizing about technical production response, empirically observed

behavior, and, perhaps, suitability and convenience for estimation and em-

pirical use. For example, the Cobb-Douglas production function was developed

as an improvement over the polynomial functional form to attain convenient

properties of homogeneity, diminishing marginal productivity with constant

returns to scale, etc. (Cobb and Douglas). Later, the CES production func-

tion was developed to represent production with a constant elasticity of

substitution different from unity which is imposed by the Cobb-Douglas form

(Arrow, Chenery, Minhas, and Solow). Many additional generalizations have

'since been incorporated in the transcendental function, the generalized power
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production function (GPPF), and variable elasticity of substitution (VES) pro-

duction functions to represent other reasonable economic relationships (Halter,

Carter, and Hocking; de Janvry; and Lu and Fletcher). •

In both theoretical and empirical work with these functions, however, the

stochastic element of production has usually been incorporated in one of three

ways:
1

or

where

and

q = production

f(*) =

q =

E f(X) e5, E(c) = 0

(X) E f(X) c, E(s) = 1

q = F3(X) E f(X) e, E(e) = 0

deterministic component of production (possibly following

any of the aforementioned forms)

F. = stochastic version of the production function
3

X = vector of inputs

stochastic disturbance.

(1)

(3)

Typically, these specifications have been made without regard for reason-

able risk considerations. Analogous to the way in which generalizations were

introduced in the deterministic specification of production functions, this

section attempts to incorporate risk considerations of similar economic rele-

vance in order to improve specification of stochastic components of production.

1
For convenience in notation, upper case letters are used to denote the ran-

dom production function, and lower case letters are used for the deterministic
component of production.
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It becomes clear that estimates based on common specifications are uninforma-

tive with respect to risk considerations. Accordingly, any ensuing evaluation

of policy which affects risk or inputs related to risk may be inadequate.

Consider the following postulates which seem reasonable and, perhaps,

necessary to reflect stochastic, technical input-output relationships. For

simplicity, the discussion of risk will be confined to arguments relating

to variance rather than other higher moments.'

(p0) Positive production expectations [E(q) > 0]. This is a rather

trivial requirement and requires no explanation.

(pl) Positive marginal product expectations [E(q)/X. > 01. Consistent

with deterministic production theory, it seems reasonable to consider only

factors which make a positive marginal contribution to expected output in the

region of use.
2

(p2) Diminishing marginal product expectations
2 2[a E(q)/DX. < 0]. This

criterion corresponds to the usual concavity conditions in deterministic pro-

duction theory. Arguments analogous to those made in the deterministic case

seem to equally support the stochastic case.
3

(p3) A change in variance for random components in pçQduction should not

• necessarily imply a change in expected output when all production factors are 

held fixed [E(q)/V(E) = 0 possible]. Remote situations may exist in which

'Of 
c
ourse, risk should be more broadly defined for distributions where

higher moments are important (Hanoch and Levy), but most empirical production

studies assume normality anyway.

2
Although it is conceivable that some input may be used at a point where its

expected marginal product is negative if it also were leading to substantial re-

duction in variance, such examples are not clearly apparent. For example, in-

surance may not have a positive marginal product while contributing negatively

to variance but is not an input in the conventional sense.

3
If any firm in an industry is risk neutral, then that firm would be induced

to grow infinitely large when (p2) is not satisfied [assuming (p0) and (pl) are

satisfied]. This possibility seems implausible.
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it makes sense for variance to behave like a factor of production in output

pectations; but the more reasonable case would be where it does not.

. (p4) Increasing, decreasing, or constant marginal risk  should all be Os--

>
sibilities [IaV(q)/DXi z 0 possible where V(q) = EN - E(0)2 . .Based on real

world observations and a priori reasoning, it seems that all three possibili-

ties can exist depending on the input considered. For example, inputs such

as fertilizer and chemical thinning practices seem to make a positive con-

tribution to variance of production in some cases. On the other hand, pesti-

cides, irrigation frost protection, and disease-resistant seed varieties all

possibly have a negative effect on the variance of production attributable

to weather, insects, and crop diseases ( .g., Carlson). Although there. are

perhaps regions of both increasing and decreasing marginal risk for each of

these inputs it seems that there is some region where an activity, such as

use of smudge pots for frost protection; must have a negative contribution to

variance. Another well-known example is the employment of more capital than

necessary in order to reduce the chance of loss due to breakdowns. Particu-

larly in agriculture, increased machinery availability can help to expedite .

a harvest and shorten the period of vulnerability to adverse weather conditions.

(p5) A change in risk should not necessarily lead to a change in factor 

use for a risk-neutral (profit-maximizing) producer [Dxpv(e) = 0 possible

where X* is the optimal input level]. It is commonly held that a change ini

risk does not affect the behavior of a risk-indifferent producer in any way

(Arrow). Some cases have been developed in which this is not necessarily true

(Just, 1975; Tisdell) but it appears desirable that the choice of production

function should not exclude the possibility of (p5) a priori.
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(p6) The change in the variance of marginal product with respect to a 

factor change should not be  constrained in sign a priori without regard to

the nature of the input PV(3q/3Xi)/Xj 0 possible]. Here, perhaps, in-

tuition is somewhat less clear than in previous cases. It seems, however,

that some cases exist where the marginal-product variability of, say, land

increases when other inputs are held fixed. For example, as one farms on a

more extensive basis with the same inputs, his "fire fighting" ability is

reduced (Radner and Rothschild): That is, one is more subject to adverse

weather conditions, etc., during critical operations such as harvesting and

planting. On the other hand, an input such as smudge pots in frost protection

is likely to have decreasing marginal-product variability since survival of

the crop becomes more probable, and marginal product presumably tends in

probability toward zero with increased input use (in the relevant range).

Similar arguments also make it seem unreasonable to constrain complementarity

in marginal product variability among inputs without regard for the nature of

these inputs.

(p7) Constant stochastic returns to scale should be possible [F(OX) = OF(X)

for scalar 0]. For example, if one produces on, say, two acres of land rather

than one where exactly the same inputs (including land quality, management, etc.)

are used on each acre, then exactly twice as much output results. This concept

has been employed by both Arrow and Stiglitz; and although it may not necessar-

ily hold in all cases, it certainly appears that this possibility exists.

On the basis of these seven postulates, consider the popular Cobb-Douglas

production function with log-linear disturbances. Or, more generally, consider

the specification in (1) which includes the usual stochastic formulation for

Cobb-Douglas, CES, transcendental, and GPPF production functions. It can be

verified that (pl), (p2), and (p7) may hold. However, in the case of (p4), one

can easily verify that

•



E(q) = f(X) E(J), V(q) = (X) V(e

• aE(q) _
x.

31/(q) . 2ff. V(eX.

Since E( e) must be positive, the imposition of (pl) implies that f > 0.

Additionally, using (p0) requires that f > 0; hence, aV(q)/9X1 0 since

V(e6) must always be nonnegative. That is, the marginafrisk affect must

always be positive with the various popular production function specifica-

tions included i (1) when expected production and marginal products are

positive. It thus appears that the risk effects of such (possibly) risk-

reducing inputs, such as pesticides, irrigation, frost protection equipment,

etc. cannot be properly reflected.

Consider also condition (p3). Here it is readily apparent that a change

in V(6), ceteris paribus, causes a change in

E(q) = f(X) E(e )

for any distribution of c satisfying (1) and E(q) may also depend on higher

1
moments if variance is fixed. Indeed, in the case of normality, one finds

that E(ec) = ea/2 where e N (0, a) (Zellner et al.) and, hence, that

1
Note that when E(c) = 0, one obtains

03

a mk.
= 1 + +

2
k=3 

k!

where m, represents the kth moment about zero (the mean) for the e distribu-

ion. It is thus apparent that a change in variance or any higher moment,

ceteris paribus, leads to a change in E(ec) and, hence, E(q).

6.0 -
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3E(q) fix' ec112 > 0
3y(E) 2

.if V(E) = a when (p0) is also imposed.

Turning to condition (p5), it is apparent that the above property of (1)

leads to another a priori limitation. For simplicity, consider only the case

with log normality since a counterexample is sufficient to refute (p5). With

prices fixed and unaffected by firm decisions, first-order conditions for

expected profit maximization with (1) are

where

and

-a
V(X) = 

e/2

f' = vector of first derivatives

P = output price

y = vector of input prices.

In this case, one finds that profit maximization implies

3X* 1 -a -
= - 

e/2

acr 2
(4)

where X* is the optimal input level and G is the appropriate Hessian matrix.

Assuming concavity of f and complementarity,
1 -1 

Bear has shown that G in (4)

has all negative elements and, hence,

3x*
> 0.

aa
(5)

It seems odd, however, that an increase in variance, with factors held fixed,

should lead to increased profit expectatiOn.

1Note that the Cobb-Douglas function satisfies complementarity when partial

production elasticities are positive.
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Finally, consider (p6). From (1), it can be determined that

and, hence, that

But, if (p2) holds, then

3q 
e
6

3X.

=V (-a—q-9x. f
2 
V(e )

3V(9q/3Xi)
= 2f. f. V

X. ij

D
2 
E(q)

3X
2

E(e6) < 0

which implies that fii < 0 so that DV(9q/BXj)/3Xi is always constrained to be

negative with the formulation in (1). With complementarity of f(X) or with

all positive production elasticities in, say, a Cobb-Douglas production func-

tion, it can also be shown that f
ij 

> 0, i # j, so that complementarity is also

arbitrarily imposed on all marginal product variability relationships.

The practical implications of using the popular stochastic formulation

in (1) are several. Suppose one is interested in evaluating a policy that

affects use of some input. In light of the arguments relating to (p4), if an

input is one that makes a negative contribution to risk, then the change in

expected utility will be understated for both policies which encourage or dis-

courage use of that input (for a risk-averse producer). For example, if a

policy promotes expansion of irrigated acreage and thus reduces risk, the

benefits will be greater than indicated when the reduction in risk is ignored
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or is incorrectly estimated as an increase in risk. Likewise, if one evaluates

a policy such as controlling, say, pesticide use and risk is thereby increased,

,then the true utility loss for a risk-averse producer will be greater than

when the risk effect is incorrectly estimated as a reduction. Similar incor-

rect conclusions can also result in evaluating other policies, even when af-

fected inputs increase risk because of the lack of flexibility in the popular

specification in (1).

Further, considering the implications of (1) relating to (p5), it appears

that serious reservations must be attached to both policy evaluation and fore-

casting with the relationship in (1). Suppose, for example, that 6 - N(0, a)

so that E(e ) = e°12 and consider the effects of some new production stabiliz-

ing technology (possibly induced by policy actions). Using the production

function in (1) leads to the rather unintuitive result in (4) and (5) implying

that input use and, hence, expected output are reduced in response to the re-

duction in risk. Normally, however, one would expect either no response or

else an increase in production (particularly in the risk-averse case) (Sandmo).

Turning to other functional forms, it seems that problems also exist with

most of the other simple stochastic specifications in common use. For example,

Walters indicates that another important case is the multiplicative specifica-

tion in (2). Here it suffices to consider the more general case used by

Stiglitz with

q = = f(X) h(c) (6)

where h is any function of c such that, without loss of generality, E[h(c)) = 1.

In this case, one can verify that criteria (p0)-(p2) are satisfied when the cor-

responding deterministic criteria hold for f(X). It also becomes clear that (p3)

1
There are also significant econometric implications which must be considered

when (1) is not appropriate. But these will be discussed later in the paper.
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and (p5) hold with (6) because E(q) = f(X) does not depend on the distribution

(variance) of E. Finally, Stiglitz has shown that (p7) holds when f(X) is

linearly homogeneous. In the case of (p4), however, problems still remain.

Obviously,

Hence,

V(q) = 2(X) V[h(c)].

3V(q) 
= 2ff. V[h(c)] =

3X.
1

when (p0) and (p1) hold since they imply ff. > 0; and strict equality occurs

only when production is nonstochastic. So, again, many of the same counter-

intuitive arguments which apply to (1) are applicable. That is, the possible

risk-reducing effects of overcapitalization pest control, frost protection,

etc., cannot be properly reflected. Regarding (p6), arguments analogous to

those for the specification in (1) are again applicable if one replaces V(e5)

and E(e6) with V[h(e)] and E[h(E)], respectively. Hence arbitrary comple-

m.entarity relationships are also associated with (

Consider now the case in (3) with an additive disturbance which is, per-

haps, indicative of production studies prior to the introduction of the Cobb-

Douglas production function. Here, again, it is evident that (p0)-(p2) are

satisfied when the corresponding deterministic conditions hold for f(X) Also,

it is immediate that (p3) and (p5) hold since expected production does not

depend on the distribution of 6. But it is also clear that the variance of

production is independent of input use; hence, (p4) does not hold. Also, all

marginal products are necessarily nonstochastic; thus (p6) fails. Finally,

observe that
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F (0X) = f (OX) 0[f (X) + E] = 0F
3
(X) .

Hence, contrary to (p7), constant stochastic returns to scale are also not

possible.

Since production specifications in common use fail to satisfy several

reasonable risk criteria, it seems appropriate to investigate several more

general specifications. In formulating such generalizations, it is apparently

necessary to introduce some function of the inputs, h(X), which perturbs the

effects of the disturbance in such a way that relationships of inputs with

risk are not determined solely by the relationships of inputs with expected

output. Two such classes of production functions present themselves--those

with the perturbed disturbance h(X)E appearing multiplicatively and those

where h(X)E appears additively.
1

In the multiplicative case, it is clear that the case with q = f(X) h(X)c

is formally equivalent t (2). But the functional form with

q = F5 (X) E f (X) eh (X)

has not been treated. For simplicity, suppose that c - N(0, a); hence,

2
E(q) = f(X)e

h (X)a/2

3E(q) e _h a 2 + fa hh.
Dxi 1

alp(
" c̀l)= (f + 2f hh. a+ fh.
2 iax.1

a + fh
2
. a + fh h..ie1122151 

2

(7)

(9)

1
0f course, some more general specifications are also possible, but a dis-

cussion of the associated problems will be delayed until later in the paper.
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It is thus evident that (p0), (pl), and (p2) are possibly satisfied with (7);

however, (8) seems to indicate that DE(q)/X1 may not be positive if hhi is

somewhat large negatively since fi < f is normally the case in the relevant

range of production. Furthermore, (9) implies that either h or hi must be

small if f
ii 

and f
i 

are small in absolute value by comparison with f. It is

also disturbing that concavity of expected output depends on subjective vari-

ances. That is, suppose one's subjective variance increases. Since

fh2 11 2G > 0 and fO a2 > 0 by (p0), it is clear that 32 E(q)/D2 becomes

positive for sufficiently large a.

It can further be determined from ( ) that

aV(q) 
ax.\1

V(q) =
(q) ch

(x)a 3E(q) 1 E(q) ax. E (q) ah h. eh 
(x)a

Since (p0) implies f(X) > 0, it is obvious from (10) that aE(q)/V(c)

strict equality occurring only when production is nonstodhastic. Hence,

(10)

with

(p3)

is definitely not satisfied. In the case of (p4), no definite conclusion is

possible. It is only evident that the first term in (11) must be positive

when (p0) and (pl) hold; hence, the possibility of DV(q)/X1 < 0 implies that

hh). 
. must be sufficiently large negatively. But, as indicated above, this re-

quirement may lead to a contradiction of (pl) and (p2).
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Conditions (p5) and (p6) are quite tedious to investigate, and only in-

determinate conclusions can be reached.
1 

In the case of (p7), however, it

can easily be verified that

F(Ox) = f(OX) h(OX) E of (x) e
h (X) 6 6 F5 (X)

unless h(X) does not depend on X. Hence, (p7) also fails except in the spe-

cial case where F
5 

reduces to F
4 
in (6).

In view of these negative results for the multiplicative case, consider

the general additive case with

q = F
6
(X) = f(X) + h(X)c, E(c) = 0, V(E) = Cl (12)

for which more promising results are obtained. Note that (12) implies

E(q) = f(X)

3E(q)
DX.

2
Ekcp  

11 f..;2 axi

1
For example, one finds under expected,profit maximization that

where

3X* 
=-T

-1 
e
h (X)a/2 

[I
1 

ft h
2 
+ fhh'(13V(e) 2 2

= inverse Hessian matrix (with all negative elements under
Bear's conditions)

= vector of partial derivatives f.

and

h' = vector of partial derivatives h..

Since the sign of DX*M(E) is indeterminate, (p5) apparently can be satis-
fied.However,3XqnWrequiresthatsorneWis sufficiently negative;
as in the case with (p4), this tends to contradict (pl) and (p2).
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hence, (p0), (pl), and (p2) are satisfied whenever f satisfies the corres-

ponding deterministic criteria for f usually imposed on production functions.

Also, one obtains

@E(q) =

W(C)

V(q) = (X)a

3V(q) = 2hh a.
1

• Thus, (p3) is trivially satisfied, and (p4) is satisfied since the sign of

n(q)/DXi switches as the sign of hi switches. It is also trivial that

(p5) is satisfied since .expected output does not depend on subjective vari-

ance V(6) above.

To verify (p6), note that

aq 
h.E

aX.
1

= 
2
a

DX.

31,7(3q/3Xi)
= 2h. h. .a

X. 1 13

Obviously, negative positive, and zero possibilities exist depending on the

signs of h
ij

Finally, it is evident that (p7) holds since

6
(0) = f(OX) -1- h(Ox)e = °Mx) -I- h(X)c] = OF (X)
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• whenever f and h are linearly homogeneous functions. In terms of the standards

imposed by (p0)-(p7), the stochastic specification in (12) thus seems to hold

reasonable promise. This is true regardless of whether the deterministic com-

ponent of (12) follows a Cobb-Douglas, CES, or any other common production

function specification.

Of course, there are many more general specifications which may also

satisfy (p0)-(p7). Obviously, the criteria could be satisfied for a number of

special cases of the general function q = f(X, 6) where 6 becomes a vector of

random disturbances; but such a function is too general to investigate risk

properties and to provide useful information for empirical work. A perhaps

more useful general specification is

q = f(X) h(X, (13)

A special case of this specification includes the broad class of random co-

efficient functions. But, here again, if the random coefficients enter in

such a way that E[h(X, 0] depends on the variance (covariance) of 6, then

conditions (p3) and (p5) will be violated. For special functional forms like

the Cobb-Douglas, other conditions like (p4) and (p7) can also fail [indeed,

this case is quite similar to the case in (7)]. If one imposes the condition

that E[h(X, 6)] does not depend on the distribution of 6, however, then con-

ditions (p3) and (p5) are satisfied. Indeed, where

1-1*
h(X, 6) E 1 + 

f (

(X)
X)

with scalar 6, it is evident that (12) is such a special case of (13); and,

hence, all the criteria can possibly be satisfied by the general multiplica-

tive form in (13).
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The purpose in this paper, however, is to determine a simple and tractable

functional form which satisfies reasonable risk criteria. In this sense it

appears that a reasonable choice of production function might be any special

case of (12) for which f satisfies the usual requirements for a production func-

tion, and h is linearly homogeneous with sufficient flexibility so that the

signs (and magnitudes) of hh and h.. h. are not determined a priori. Hence,
ij

any of the usual production function forms may be used for f; but it also

appears that most of the usual production function forms will suffice for h.

In this case estimation of h can be accomplished as follows. One can first

consider a heteroskedastic nonlinear least-squares regression of q on f(X) in

which f(X) can be estimated consistently under a broad range of conditions

(see Kelejian; Aigner and Goldberger). Next, using the resulting estimate

ikX), one can compute an estimate (also consistent) of h(X)c,.

u h(X)E = (X).

Then, based on the relationship

h
2
(X)6 = (X)a

and the fact that i consistently estimates h(X)E, one can regress a on

2
h (X)a. But this regression may be quite simple if h(X) follows one of the

usual production function forms. The Cobb-Douglas transcendental, GPIT,

and an approximation of the CES (Kmenta) all have the property of being log

linear in parameters. Hence, in these cases one can equivalently regress

2,n
A
u on 11/2 in a in h(X)] (because of log linearity) to estimate h(X)

41.

consistently under usual conditions for consistency in this kind of regres-

sion (Hildreth and Houck). If one desires more efficient estimates of f(X),

then the feasible generalized nonlinear least-squares estimator could be com-

puted. Alternatively, one could use a maximum likelihood approach in estimating

4
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f(X) and h(X) simultaneously which under normality would involve minimizing the

sum of squares (over sample observations)

SS = 
h(X)

E [q f (X1
2
+ 

f(X)12
h(X).

1

If, in fact, yields are normal, the results obtained by Harvey suggest that the

maximum likelihood approach would lead to more efficient estimates of 13 than

the three-step procedure above; it should be noted,' however, that Day's results

suggest that yields are not normally distributed.

_Evidently, then, proper specification of the stochastic component of pro-

duction may not be necessary to obtain consistent estimates of f(X), but the

usual lo_g-linear specification is not sufficient for this purpose (Kmenta, p. 402).

It is also clear that efficiency, cannot be obtained nor can appropriate hypothesis

tests be performed without appropriate estimation of h. Furthermore, and more

importantly, one cannot derive useful results for policy evaluation where risk

is important when information on h(X) is not obtained.

II. Estimation of Factor-Use Equations 

To assess properly the impact of policies which affect and interact with

risk in agricultural production, it is necessary not only to determine the

effect of input use on risk but also to determine the role that changes in risk

play in determining input decisions. That is, a system of input-use equations

is needed that, together with the production function, can be used to investi-

gate the role of risk in output response. The system of input equations may be

essentially a set of (first-order) maximization conditions as in the Marschak-

Andrews case; but, again, adequate revisions are required to properly reflect

the role of risk.

'The in h(X) term is necessary because the determinant of the covariance ma-
trix does not disappear in the concentrated likelihood function.
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One such system of input equations where risk is included has been devel-

oped by Just (1974b). This approach requires a fairly specific assumption

about the stochastic nature of the underlying economy, but the class of deci-

sion criteria is very general. Also, competition is assumed so that prices

are not influenced by firm actions.
1 

Suppose X is a vector of input-use deci-

sions, S is a vector of economic state variables (prices or demand conditions,

perhaps technical coefficients, etc.), and R is a vector of outcomes of inter-

est to the desion-maker (profits, costs, 'sales, etc.). Suppose also that the

use decision-maker possesses some preference ordering over subjective distribu-

tions for the outcomes of interest. Finally, suppose that variation in the

parameters of the economy (facing the decision-maker) follow a Gaussian, Markov

process and that S (prices, etc.) depends randomly with Gaussian probability on

the true parameters of the economy. If, further, the relationship of outcomes

to input use and economic states is well-behaved so that an inverse function

S = s(X, R) exists and initial subjective probability does not exclude part of

the parameter space for the economy a priori, then it can be shown that input-

use equations may be approximated by

= X (mt,

CO

= 
k

k=0

S )
t-k-1 

m -k-1 t-k71 mt-

lim (I)
k 
=

k-Ko
lim 14)
k->oa

(14)

where m and v represent subjective mean and covariance, respectively, Greek

letters are constants, e is an error term, and t represents time (see Just,

1974b). Thus, by making a rather specific assumption about the stochastic

1
A similar methodology is applicable, however, IA other cases such as

monopoly.

1
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nature of the economy, it is possible to determine not only which subjective

variables influence input use but also a rather specific functional form for

the formation of subjective variables involved. It should be noted, however,

that the relationship between subjective variables in (14) is only an approxi-

mation.

Another approach is possible, however, that requires no approximation in

the development of factor-use equations and no specific assumption about the

stochastic nature of the economy. However, a more specific assumption of

mean-variance-expected-utility maximization is required; and no specific func-

tional forms are obtained for the evolution of subjective probability (without

making the stochastic assumption above). Again, assuming competition, let

profit be defined by

where

= output price

y = vector of input prices

q = output

and

pq - ilx

•

X = again a vector of input quantities used in producing output q.

Following arguments in the previous section, the production function is repre-

sented by

q = F(X) = f(X) h(X) E, j = 1,

where E(E) = 0 and V(E) = a. PriceS' will be assumed random but independent of

6 with E(p) =p and E(y) = X.1

1
Independence of output and prices is assumed for simplicity, but this seems

quite reasonable at the firm level in a competitive environment.
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Consider a mean-variance-expected-utility maximizer with expected utility

denoted by

U E UNOTIX V(fflx)] E U(E, V)

where U is concave in X. Note that dU = 0 at the optimum, i.e.,

dE
dV

X*

au/DV 
=

3U/DE
X

where Y* > 0 for risk aversion, Y* = 0 for risk neutrality, and Y* < 0 for

risk preference (Tobin). First-order conditions for optimization indicate that

where

au =. au aE au 31/ av av *
ax 3E X. ;x. X. X.1 1 1

aV('rT) 
ax.
.

2 Cov(pq, pFi)

aEcit) 
ax. = p E F. - X.

2E(q) T0. E X.
j=1

=

E F 
TOj (16)

Y3whereT..EC017(y.,YiandT.ECovp,.). Hence, first-order conditions 

can be written explicitly as

p E F. - 2Y* Cov(pq, p.. E(q) Toi - 
j=
E 
1 
X[E(F)
j

(17)

Under risk aversion (Y* > 0), a sufficient condition that factor use is less

than under risk neutrality is that the second term in (17)--i.e. 3V/aX, in

(16)--be positive. Of course, it has ordinarily been found that risk aversion
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leads to less use of all factors than risk neutrality (e.g., Sandmo, Blair).

But av/ax. includes complex interaction among several random variables and

may indeed be negative. As a Case in point, consider the case where all

prices are nonstochastic; hence, DV/3X, becomes
1

Dv(70 =
ax.1

2
p Cov(q, Fi).

Recalling results from the previous section, note that

av(q) 2 Cov(q, Fi' = aX

Thus, it is clear that DVM/DXi < 0 for inputs which make a negative con-

tribution to variance of production; hence, the risk averter uses those

inputs in greater quantities than a risk-neutral producer.

Consider estimation of the factor-use equations in (17). Then, by inde-

pendence of price and production, the first covariance term in (17) may be

written as

Cov(pq, pFi) = ff T
0 

hh.0 (T
1 00

Further, substituting prices less the associated disturbances for the price

means and collecting those disturbances in a term, 6 E(6.) = 0, on the
- 1

1right-hand side, the condition in (17) becomes

1
Where p = p e, substitution for p

2 
yields p

2
 - 2ep 4- e

2
. Since the

term -2ep-Fe
2
 has expectation T

00' 
another 

T00 
term is retained on the left-

].
hand side of (18) so that E(S.) = 0.
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pf.-2Y*ff.1- 4- hh. a T
00

- X. f.
j=1 

3 1

ft

= 1,. . • • , U.

(18)

• Although (18) appears quite complicated for econometric purposes, sev-

eral methods of estimation are possible. First of all, functional forms

for f and h can be specified and substituted in (18); then nonlinear simul-

taneous equations techniques can be used to estimate parameters of f and h

as well as the distributional parameters. However, many parameters may be

unidentifiable because Y* and scale factors in f and h enter most terms

multiplicatively. A similar approach which can be used to avoid this problem

is to substitute production function estimates such as would be derived fol-

lowing the methods of the previous section; if the resulting estimates for

f, f h, and h
i 
are consistent, then consistent estimation of other parameters

in (18) should be possible. In this case, however, the equations in (18)

still cannot be solved for the X 's with most functional forms; hence, because

the X's are determined simultaneously, a simultaneous equations approach is

4
necessary. But by using an instrumental variables approach similar to two-

stage least squares with the first-stage equations linearized, highly compli-

cated nonlinear methods can be avoided without approximation in the second

stage.

Finally, another method for estimation of (18) can be developed follow-

ing the approach used by Zellner et al. for nonrisk equations similar t (18).

That is, assuming f takes a Cobb-Douglas form with production parameters ai

associated with inputs Xi, i = 1, n, one can substitute q - he for

111111mor
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and a.(q hc)/X
I 

for f. The he terms can then be collected in the disturb-

ance term 6. on the right-hand side,
1

2
a.pq 

1 
`42. 

,,2 
T00 a. h a T

o . 002Y* ( + hh. a T
1 

X. X. X. 1 001

(19)

[.e. q T .
1 Oj E X. T + 6., i = , n.X. 13 1j=1 1

If h takes on a polynomial form, then (18) may be directly estimable by

linear simultaneous equations techniques.
2 

Equation (19) is particularly

useful, however, for the case where price variation is insignificant, i.e.,

where T.. 7.: 0. Eliminating price-risk variables, (19) becomes

a. pq
1 2

2Y* hh. a p =X
i 

1
1= , n. (20)

In this case, simple forms for h can lead to quite simple estimation methods.

Another modification which can be made in all of the estimation tech-

niques (for 18) is to make the same assumptions for the stochastic nature of

the economy as suggested at the beginning of this section o Then the results

in Just (1974b) imply that all the subjective parameters i (18) or (19),

i.e., T00, T0., and T.., take the same form as in the second right-hand term

1
The term h a T /a

i 
appears since substitution for ff results in a00 

term with h
2 
c T

00 
/a.. So that one can retain the assumption that 

E(6)
. = 0,

1 1 

the expectation of h2. c2 T
00 
/a. must be retained as a structural part of the

equation.

2
It should be noted, however, that a polynomial h does not satisfy all

the criteria suggested in the previous section.
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of (14) where S = (p y')'. If P and X are retained in forming (18) instead

of substituting p and y, then the first right-hand term of (14) may be used

to replace those subjective parameters as well. Hence, the evolutionary proc-

ess for subjective risk information can be estimated as in (14) while retaining

the supposedly more accurate structural form of (10. In this context the

equation in (14) can be viewed as a reduced form, first-order Taylor series

expansion of (18).
1

III. Concluding Remarks 

Marschak and Andrews have shown that estimation of the production function

under profit maximization without regard to (stochastic) maximization conditions

can lead to simultaneous equation bias in parameter estimates. Hence, it may

be necessary to consider simultaneous estimation of the production function

in Section I and the factor-use equations in Section II. But a number of

authors have shown that various formulations of the production function can be

estimated by ordinary least squares (OLS) without bias under restrictive be-

havioral rules. Hoch (1958), using a Cobb-Douglas production function

[8.1, = X X132 e6, E(E) = oj first showed for maximization of anticipated profit

- a B
(defined in terms of anticipated output, Q = 1 

X
2 
rather than actual output),

that production function disturbances are not transmitted to reduced-form

factor demands; hence, OLS estimates of the production function parameters are

unbiased provided that production disturbances are independent of disturbances

in first-order conditions. Assuming log normality in the Cobb-Douglas func-

tion, however, Zellner, Kmenta, and Dreze argued that expected output [defined

1
'However, such terms as q,

the state vector S in (14).
$etc. would also normally be included in the$ 
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a B a/2
by Q* = X

1 
X
2 
e where a = V(01 is the relevant output quantity in marginal

conditions; but, otherwise, Hoch' (1958) conclusions were supported. A cru-

cial distinction made by both Hoch and Zellner, Kmenta, and Dreze is that the

production function disturbance arises because of luck or other random elements

unknown at the time of decision making rather than because of known differences

in technology across observations. Finally, assuming expected profit maximiza-

tion, de Janvry showed that the marginal conditions are not needed for unbiased

estimation with any production function of the form in (1) when production dis-

turbances are independent of errors in first-order conditions.

However, a further generalization of these results is possible when con-

sidering the related simultaneous equations bias problem in a somewhat more

general context. In point of fact, .under a wide variety of behavioral assump-

tions (including expected utility maximization), the production function may be

estimated independently of factor-use equations when the Hoch-Zellner-de Janvry

rationalization of the production disturbance holds (Blair and Lusky). .That i

if decision-makers must determine input levels before production disturbances are 

realized, then inputs cannot be affected by production function disturbances.

Zellner, Kmenta, and Dreze realize in their case that "obviously no manager

can maximize something which is uncertain and beyond his control." But the

same arguments also apply to expected utility maximization, satisficing, and

other behavioral objectives.

Hoch (1962) has realized that an important distinction should be made

between those components of variance which are known and unknown by the entre-

preneur at the time of decision making. Known disturbances would enter first-

order conditions directly; but unknown disturbances will always be purged from

marginal conditions through subjective expectations (they cannot enter when
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they are unknown). When disturbances are known at decision making, then i

is likely that Marschak and Andrews' simultaneous equations arguments apply;

hence, simultaneous estimation of the production function and factor-use equa-

tions is necessary. But if disturbances are unknown at decision making, as

in Zellner, Kmenta, and Dreze; de Janvry; and Hoch's earlier paper (1958),

then independent estimation is possible without simultaneous equation bias.

Even when simultaneous estimation is not necessary, however, it is pos-

sible that more efficiency can be attained at least when factor-use equations,

as in (18), are considered. If one particularly interested in efficient

estimation of h or of the importance of risk in determining factor use, then

many of the relevant parameters appear in both (12) and (18), (19), or (20);

hence, joint estimation appears desirable. But, for joint estimation, the

estimation procedures become quite complicated (although possible) .1 Hence,

the Zellner-type justification should most likely be used to estimate.produc-

tion functions and factor uses separately.

•

As is apparent by comparison of (18) with the usual Marschak-Andrews

conditions, the presence of risk preferences leads to substantially different

behavior than otherwise. Not only are the allocative equations different,

but the econometric methodology becomes considerably more complicated.

It seems, however, that only positive economic methodology can be used

to determine whether risk responsiveness is of a sufficient degree to merit

the more complicated risk generalization in this paper and the tremendous

'For example, one approach is to use a nonlinear simultaneous equations

or instrumental variables technique (as described earlier) on the combined

set of equations. Then, using the resulting estimates for h, the hetero-

skedastic nature of disturbances in both (12) and (17), (18), or (19) can

be estimated and used in yet a third-stage generalized least-squares approach.
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amount of normative risk-related work which is currently being undertaken. But

thus far, positive empirical risk studies have been few. Furthermore, many of

the studies thus far have been concerned only with evaluating risk preferences

. on a case-by-case basis and, hence, lead to little useful (aggregate) policy-

making information. There are a few studies, however, which have suggested

the importance of aggregate risk response in agriculture. For example, both

Behrman and Just (1974a) have estimated acreage equations similar to (14), and

the risk terms were found significant in each case. With this supporting em-

pirical evidence, it would appear that, the econometric complexity of (12) and

(14), (18), or (19). is justified and can richly improve possibilities for agri-

cultural policy evaluation. On this basis, it would also seem desirable to ex-

tend and generalize the approach in this paper for application in the context

• of programming models. For example, the derivation relating to the equations

in (14) can be used in conjunction with programming models to account for the

dependence of subjective means and variances on past information; furthermore,

estimation of the important parameters could be considered in a programming

context.
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